EXAMINATION INSTRUCTION FOR CANDIDATES DURING EXAM
1. Answer book contains 28 pages including cover page. Candidate must check before using the

answer book that the answer book supplied to him contains 28 pages, the stitching is intact and
there is no defect in the answer book. Answer book defective in any way should be replaced
before use. Use of defective answer book not authenticated by invigilator shall be considered as a
case of malpractices.
2. No supplementary answer book will be provided to the candidate under any circumstances.
3. The answer book is liable to be rejected it any extra unwanted remarks or sign of identification

are found anywhere inside or outside the answer book.
4. All the entries on the cover page must be filled by the candidates name and Roll No. should be

written only at the specified space.
5. No candidate will be permitted to enter the examination hall 10 minutes after the commencement

of the examination.
6. No examinee is permitted to leave the hall during the first 30 minutes and last 10 minutes

temporarily or permanently.
7. Temporary absence during first two hours is not allowed.
8. Write on both side of the leaf except quarter back of cover page and use pens with same ink.
9. At the close of examination, the examinees should remain sealed till all answer books are

collected and a green signal is given by room in-charge for leaving the room.
10. All Graph paper / Drawing sheet should bear the signature of the invigilator.
11. All attached sheets such as Graph paper, Drawing sheet etc. Should be properly folded to the size

of the answer book and tagged with the answer book by the candidate.
Roll No. and Name should not be written on Graph paper and Drawing sheet.
12. The medium of examination is English. Answer book written in language other than English is

liable to be rejected.

